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Now Available: In-App Audio and TC Streaming
First responders across North America rely on Tablet Command and TC Mobile to enhance situational 
awareness, as a replacement for legacy MDT's, and to improve incident management and emergency 
scene accountability.   With In-App audio users can listen to multiple dispatch audio streams 
simultaneously to maintain situational awareness even while away from a radio or out of range.

Organize Streams 

Streams can be grouped, making 
them easier to navigate. Categories 
like Dispatch, Command, Tactical, and 
Air to Ground keep the audio sources 
organized. 

Control Each Stream 

Play, pause, and adjust the 
volume of each stream 
to hear exactly what you 
want without unnecessary 
distractions.

Play Any Stream 

Any MP3 or MP4 stream can be 
configured to play in the app 

Streams can be quickly added to a Tablet Command account by one of our support specialists, instantly 
making radio traffic available to all users in the account, while also keeping the audio secure to only 
authenticated Tablet Command and TC mobile users.



BUILT BY FIREFIGHTERS—FOR FIREFIGHTERS

Tablet Command was founded by two firefighters who remain involved in company operations. Our President/
CEO is a retired Chief Officer from a busy metropolitan fire department. Our team has a unique understanding 
of the needs of public safety professionals working in the emergency response environment.
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TC Streaming Achitecture

Ask about special pricing options for TC Streaming through June 2023.

Because streams from sources like Broadcastify might not be as reliable, high quality, or low latency 
as our customers might require, Tablet Command has introduced a new service called TC Streaming.  
We partnered with a major streaming provider that hosts radio streams for organizations like NPR, 
iHeartRadio, and CNN to this service.   It will help our customers quickly set up low latency, high 
quality, high availability audio streams of their desired radio traffic

TC Streaming

FEATURES  |  TC STREAMING

Highest Quality
AAC+ and MP3  mono and stereo streams 

with up to 48kHz/198kb/s 

Low Latency
Latency is configurrable based on stream 

resilency to between 5-12 seconds

Simple Configuration 
Desired audio output fed into a steamer 
box and the stream is directed to the TC 

Streaming service
24/7/365 Monitoring and Support

Streams are monitored continuously with 
custom alerts and suport from the Tablet 

Command team

Geographically Redundant Data Centers 
The achictecture supporting TC Streaming 

is redundant and distributed across the 
United States for maximum uptime and 

resiliency.

Highly Scalable
The service automatically scales to support 

thousands of listeners

Public and Private Stream Support
Streams can be private and available to 
only Tablet Command users or can be 

made public facing.


